Summary.-The skin of mouse tail has been used to study the effect of hyperthermia on the oxygen enhancement ratio (OER). Heating was by immersion of a portion of the tail in hot water. Radiation was given either immediately before or after hyperthermia.
probably due to a transient increase in blood circulation following hyperthermia and causing improved tissue oxygenation during irradiation. As a consequence we would expect a greater thermal enhancement ratio for heat given before irradiation than afterwards, and this has frequently been observed with other normal tissues.
There was no evidence that heat reduces OER, as has been reported by some (Dewey et al., 1977; Hume & Field, 1978) .
Experiments in vitro have shown that low pH (Overgaard & Bichel, 1977) , nutrient deficiency (Hahn, 1974) and possibly hypoxia (Kim et al., 1975a) increase cell sensitivity to direct heat damage. (Law et al., 1978 (Durand, 1978) . Furthermore, these conditions may produce accumulation of the waste products of metabolism, nutrient deficiency and increased acidity; changes which have been shown to sensitize cells to direct heat damage. Power & Harris (1977) With normal tissues in vivo, the effect of heat in enhancing X-ray damage may be separated from direct heat injury. This is very important, because hypoxia may act differently from the enhancement of radiation damage in modifying the direct heat injury. The OER for skin measured without hyperthermia was found to be 1-77. This is lower than the normal values of OER, which lie in the range 2-5-3-0, indicating that, under the experimental conditions used here, the normal skin was slightly hypoxic. Hendry (1978) measured an OER of 1-5 for necrosis of mouse tails at room temperature, the animals being unanaesthetized at the time of the experiment. However, anaesthesia has been shown to increase the radiosensitivity of the mouse tail due to the increased blood flow and consequent increased oxygenation (Hornsey et al., 1977) .
When h-vperthermia was given after X-irradiation, the average OER for the 3 temperatures used was 1-85 (Table 111) , very similar to that without hyperthermia. In contrast, when heat was given before X-irradiation the OER increased to an average of 2-3. This increase is probably due to a transient increase in blood circulation following hyperthermia, improving the tissue oxygenation.
However, the possibility of both a decrease in intrinsic OER with improved oxygenation by hyperthermia cannot be totally excluded.
Hendry (1978) also demonstrated improved oxygenation in the mouse tail by warming the animals from room temperature (23-25'C) to 37'C during the irradiation. This increased the OER from 1-5 to 2-0. Using data from Thrall et al. (1975) values for the OER have been derived for their endpoint of 50% incidence of dry desquamation on the skin of the mouse leg. In agreement with our results OER appeared not to change for heat given after irradiation but was significantly greater for heat given first. Also, Myers & Field (1979) , using stunting of growth of the baby rat tail, demonstrated a slight increase in OER from 2-0 to 2-3 by prior hyperthermia.
It is' therefore our opinion that the combination of hv-perthermia and X-rays cannot be consid7er-ed as a substitute for high LET radiation.
Thermal enhancement ratio
It has been reported that the TER for skin damage is greater if heat is given before irradiation (Stewart & Denekamp, 1977) . A similar result is seen in Table 11 where the TER for heat before irradiation is consistently greater than for heat given afterwards. However, the TER values in Table 11 are probably influenced by the improved oxygenation during irradiation, when heat is given first. An allowance can be made using the measured OER. The TER values thus obtained are still higher than, but more comparable to, those obtained when heat is given after irradiation (Table IV) . Our results are shown in Fig. 3 (Law et al., 1977) F. 0 Skin (Stewart & Denekamp, 1977) Cartilage ) N Intestinal crypts (Hume & Field, 1978) CONCLUSIONS From these experiments, and from analysis of results published elsewhere, it appears that heat does not reduce the OER for X-rays. However, when heat is given before irradiation to a partially hypoxic tissue, there appears to be an increase in OER, and hence also in TER, due to improved oxygenation.
